Tech Talk: Crypto Custody
What Is It? How Is It Secure? Who Can Do It?

KEY POINTS

- Following the bankruptcy of FTX and Alameda Research, it is important to understand how security in crypto custody and trading works.

- In crypto security, particularly by custodians, multiple levels of security should be implemented, including physical cold storage, stock exchange level processes, multiple signature wallets, and two-factor and video authorization.

- Trust is a key component of custody and trading. Given the newness of the crypto market, many investors are relying heavily on government authorities to (1) outline what is appropriate and (2) certify and license those companies that have all the necessary elements. Some expect the SEC’s upcoming rules to make it harder for crypto companies to become qualified custodians.

- There are three vendors (Bakkt, Coinbase, and NYDIG) that have both custody and trading security licenses from government authorities like the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS), the Massachusetts Division of Banks (DOB), the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), and the Derivatives Clearing Organization (DCO).

- According to Markets and Markets, the crypto custody market is estimated to be worth $223 billion as of January 2022, up from $32 billion in January 2019. Through 2028, estimates have it growing at a CAGR of 26.7%.

- The growth of the market can be attributed to the increasing adoption of cryptocurrencies by institutional investors, the rising demand for secure and compliant crypto custody solutions, and the development of new technologies in the crypto industry.

- Tech Talk consists of short discussions of the technical issues surrounding a technology investing topic. See previous editions of Tech Talk and other technology reports here.
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What is Crypto Custody?

Stock or securities custody is the practice of holding and maintaining ownership of stocks on behalf of clients. It is typically performed by a custodian bank or trust company. Services include safekeeping of the stocks/securities, settlement of trades, handling dividends, and reporting transactions.

Crypto custody is similar to stock custody but with cryptocurrencies and digital assets. It is a fundamental service needed to invest in cryptocurrencies and includes some substantial technical challenges compared with traditional custody. Generally, a specialist in crypto with a team of experienced experts in digital security and compliance is used to meet these challenges.

Some key factors to consider when assessing a third-party crypto custody company are:

1. A strong security track record.
2. Deep expertise in private key management.
3. Significant experience being a financial firm dealing with all applicable laws and regulations.
4. A broad set of reporting capabilities.
5. Cost of the services.

Typical services include the following:

- **Cold storage** is the process of storing cryptocurrency wallet private keys offline in a secure location. This is the most secure way to store cryptocurrency, as it is not connected to the Internet and is therefore not vulnerable to online attacks.

- **Warm storage** is the process of storing cryptocurrency wallet private keys online in a secure location that is accessible. However, humans need to sign the transaction and send it to the blockchain.

- **Hot storage** is the process of storing cryptocurrency wallet private keys online in a secure location. This is less secure than cold storage, as it is connected to the Internet and is therefore vulnerable to online attacks. However, it is more convenient, as it allows users to access their cryptocurrency more easily.

- **Multi-signature wallets** are wallets that require multiple signatures from different private keys to authorize transactions. This makes it more difficult for hackers to steal funds, as they would need to obtain multiple signatures from different people.
• **Compliance** is the process of ensuring that a company or organization complies with all applicable laws and regulations. This is important for cryptocurrency companies, as there are several regulations that apply to the cryptocurrency industry, including Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML), travel rule, and Know Your Transaction (KYT).

• **Reporting** is the process of generating reports on cryptocurrency transactions. This is important for cryptocurrency companies, as they need to be able to track their transactions and comply with reporting requirements.

These services generally come with 24/7 support, institutional-grade security, full compliance and regulatory oversight, and auditing.

**How Does Crypto Custody Differ from Other Custody Services?**

Crypto custody differs from other custody services in a few key ways:

• **Security.** Crypto custody is a highly specialized field and crypto custodians must take extra measures to protect their clients’ funds. They use a variety of security measures, such as cold storage, multi-signature wallets, and biometric authentication.

• **Regulation.** Crypto custody is a relatively new field and there is still some uncertainty about how it should be regulated. However, the industry is slowly coming under the purview of financial regulators, which will provide greater legitimacy and protection for clients.

• **Transparency.** Crypto custody is a complex field and it can be difficult for clients to understand exactly what their custodian is doing with their funds. Crypto custodians should be transparent about their security practices, fees, and compliance with regulations.

**How Is Crypto Custody Evolving?**

As cryptocurrency is changing, as well as its regulation, crypto custody is keeping pace. The maturation process of any new technology can take years and cryptocurrencies are not special. Institutional investors are moving in and out of the market. Below are some trends in crypto custody:

• **The rise of institutional investors.** Institutional investors are increasingly looking to invest in cryptocurrencies, but they require a high level of security and compliance. This is driving the demand for institutional-grade crypto custody services.

• **The development of new technologies.** New technologies, such as blockchain and distributed ledger technology, are driving the need for new and innovative crypto custody solutions. These technologies offer several advantages, such as greater security and transparency. Consider Multi-Party Computation (MPC) technology, which is a cryptographic technique that allows multiple parties to jointly compute a function of their private inputs, without revealing any of their private data to other parties. This makes it an ideal solution for securing private keys in the crypto custody space.

• **The increasing regulation of the crypto industry.** The crypto industry is increasingly coming under the purview of financial regulators. This is leading to greater legitimacy and protection for investors, and it is also driving the development of new regulations and standards for crypto custody.

**How Big Is the Market?**

According to Markets and Markets, the crypto custody market is estimated to be worth $223 billion as of January 2022, up from $32 billion in January 2019. Through 2028, estimates have it growing at a CAGR of 26.7%. The growth of the market can be attributed to the increasing adoption of cryptocurrencies by institutional investors, the rising demand for secure and compliant crypto custody solutions, and the development of new technologies in the crypto industry.

The institutional investors segment is expected to account for the largest share of the market. This is driven by the increasing adoption of cryptocurrencies by institutional investors for investment purposes. The demand for secure and compliant crypto custody solutions is also expected to drive the growth of the market. The Asia-Pacific region is expected to exhibit the highest CAGR.
What are Regulatory Issues?

The crypto custody regulatory landscape is rapidly changing and is likely to get more complex. Expertise and experience in regulatory markets are key. Some of the key regulatory issues in crypto custody include:

- **Compliance.** Crypto custodians must comply with a variety of regulations, including AML and KYC regulations. These regulations require custodians to identify and verify their customers, and to monitor their transactions for suspicious activity.

- **Transparency.** Crypto custodians should be transparent about their security practices, fees, and compliance with regulations. This will help to build trust with their clients and to ensure that they are following best practices.

- **Interoperability.** Crypto assets are often stored on different blockchains and this can make it difficult for custodians to manage their clients’ assets. There is a need for standards for interoperability between different blockchains, which would make it easier for custodians to manage their clients’ assets.

- **Separation.** The provider has separated its custody entity from its exchange and provides separate custody services for institutional customers.

- **Security.** Digital assets are vulnerable to theft and fraud, and crypto custodians must take extra measures to protect their clients’ assets. This includes using a variety of security measures, such as cold storage, multi-signature wallets, and biometric authentication.

US regulations are different from the rest of the world, particularly as it has several key agencies affecting the regulatory landscape, including the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the CFTC, and the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN). These regulations require cryptocurrency exchanges and other businesses to register with the government, comply with AML and KYC regulations, and report suspicious activity.

Most other countries have different regulations, but some countries have no regulations at all. This can make it difficult for businesses to operate in multiple countries and it can also make it difficult for investors to know which countries are safe to invest in.

The US is generally seen as having more stringent regulations than other countries and this is one of the reasons why the US is a leader in the cryptocurrency industry. The strict regulations help to protect investors and ensure the long-term success of the industry.

Who are Some Leading Vendors?

Crypto custody is provided by vendors that have both trading and custody licenses.

**Bakkt (BKKT)**

Bakkt’s approach to custody encompasses several layers of protection and risk management that are intentionally designed to minimize the ability for anyone to bypass process controls or access private keys.

From a physical perspective, as much Bakkt-custodied crypto is placed in cold storage as possible and the keys are held in a bank-grade vault across multiple secret locations, protected by guards and biometric security features. The company generates all its custodyed wallets completely offline and only brings what is necessary for trading volumes online. Funds are divided between warm and cold storage, with limits to how much can be stored in each type and within each individual wallet.

Most funds are stored in deep cold storage. For example, when a consumer utilizing the Bakkt platform purchases Bitcoin, that Bitcoin is acquired and stored on a 1:1 basis in the company’s cold wallet. Bakkt has the exact amount of crypto that was acquired by a customer within its vault.

From a process perspective, Bakkt has built-in additional process and technical controls. It utilizes a secure multi-signature structure for all wallets. This means that several private keys are required to enable the transfer of funds. In addition, the system requires that multiple participants give approval before a private key can even be accessed for signing. The architecture of broader blockchain design doesn't always allow multi-sig in the same way that Bitcoin does. For example, other networks like ETH require smart contacts to achieve multi-sig functionality, but Bakkt has built a distinct approach where it also follows a multi-sig approach for ether.
Once crypto currency is in Bakkt’s cold storage, the company takes additional precautions to reduce the risk of unauthorized access. The crypto can only be sent from Bakkt cold storage to the company’s warm wallets, preventing anyone from sending it to an external wallet. From Bakkt’s pre-approved warm wallets, assets can only be withdrawn and sent to a previously authorized wallet address that has been formally approved by a customer. The process for authorizing wallet addresses with customers includes 2FA and video authorization among other controls.

As a public company, Bakkt is subject to in-depth audits from regulators and leading third-party audit firms. It also must prove the function and operation of its processes and authority structure. The company continually reviews access permissions to the custody platform to validate that only authorized staff can perform required functions based on their role. It regularly performs code reviews and penetration testing against the custody platform to determine if there are any flaws that could result in misuse of the platform.

Bakkt’s custody entity also maintains a separate Governance Board. The Bakkt Trust Board is solely focused on the safe and effective operation of Bakkt’s crypto custody operations as a separate, regulated entity. The Bakkt Trust Company is regulated by the NYDFS and is separate from the operating entity so that consumer funds are segregated from the rest of the business.

Bakkt holds several licenses that allow it to operate in the cryptocurrency space, including:

- **New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) Virtual Currency License.** This license allows Bakkt to provide custody and execution services for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
- **Massachusetts Division of Banks (DOB) Trust Charter.** This charter allows Bakkt to provide trust services for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
- **State of Wyoming Division of Banking (DOB) Trust Charter.** This charter allows Bakkt to provide trust services for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
- **Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Derivatives Clearing Organization (DCO) Registration.** This registration allows Bakkt to clear and trade Bitcoin futures contracts.
- **Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) Member Firm Registration.** This registration allows Bakkt to act as a broker-dealer and provide investment advice to clients.

**Coinbase (COIN)**

Coinbase Custody offers features that make it a secure option for storing crypto assets, including:

- **Physical security.** Coinbase Custody stores its crypto assets in cold storage, which means that it is not connected to the Internet and therefore much more difficult to hack.
- **Audits.** Coinbase Custody undergoes regular audits by independent security firms to ensure that its security measures are up to date and effective.
- **Insurance.** Coinbase Custody’s crypto assets are insured for up to $320 million in the event of theft or loss.
- **Compliance.** Coinbase Custody is a regulated custodian and is subject to security and compliance requirements.

Coinbase takes steps to ensure the security of its users’ crypto assets, including:

- Coinbase stores 98% of its crypto assets in cold storage, which means that it is not connected to the Internet and therefore much more difficult to hack.
- Coinbase uses a variety of security measures to protect its users’ accounts, including two-factor authentication, IP address whitelisting, and device verification.
- Coinbase has a team of security experts who are constantly working to identify and mitigate security risks.
- Coinbase is a regulated financial institution and is subject to security and compliance requirements.

Coinbase holds licenses that allow it to operate in the cryptocurrency space, including:

- **New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) BitLicense.** This license allows Coinbase to provide a variety of cryptocurrency services, including trading, custody, and lending.
- **Money Transmitter Licenses.** Coinbase holds money transmitter licenses in more than 40 states in the US.
- **Electronic Money Institution (EMI) License.** Coinbase holds an EMI license in the European Union.
- **Payment Institution (PI) License.** Coinbase holds a PI license in the United Kingdom.
Coinbase provides its users with a secure and compliant platform to buy, sell, and trade cryptocurrencies. In addition to the licenses listed above, Coinbase is also a member of several industry organizations, including the Cryptocurrency Security Standards Council (COSS), the Blockchain Association, and the Global Digital Finance (GDF).

**NYDIG (Private)**

NYDIG is a Bitcoin company that provides custody, execution, and financing solutions for institutional investors. NYDIG’s custody solution is designed to meet the needs of institutional investors by providing a secure, compliant, and scalable platform for storing Bitcoin. NYDIG’s custody solution offers features that make it a secure and reliable option for storing Bitcoin, including:

- **Physical security.** NYDIG stores its Bitcoin in cold storage, which means that it is not connected to the Internet and therefore much more difficult to hack.
- **Audits.** NYDIG undergoes regular audits by independent security firms to ensure that its security measures are up to date and effective.
- **Insurance.** NYDIG’s Bitcoin is insured for up to $100 million in the event of theft or loss.
- **Compliance.** NYDIG is a regulated custodian and is subject to several security and compliance requirements.

NYDIG’s custody solution is targeted institutional investors who are looking for a secure and reliable way to store Bitcoin. NYDIG’s custody solution offers features that make it a secure and reliable option, including physical security, audits, insurance, and compliance. NYDIG’s execution solution allows institutional investors to buy, sell, and trade Bitcoin on a variety of exchanges. The company’s financing solution also allows institutional investors to borrow against their Bitcoin holdings.

NYDIG takes steps to ensure the security of its users’ crypto assets, including:

- NYDIG stores 99% of its crypto assets in cold storage, which means that it is not connected to the Internet and therefore much more difficult to hack.
- NYDIG uses a variety of security measures to protect its users’ accounts, including two-factor authentication, IP address whitelisting, and device verification.
- NYDIG has a team of security experts who are constantly working to identify and mitigate security risks.
- NYDIG is a regulated financial institution and is subject to security and compliance requirements.

NYDIG holds several licenses that allow it to operate in the cryptocurrency space, including:

- **New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) Virtual Currency License.** This license allows NYDIG to provide custody and execution services for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
- **Massachusetts Division of Banks (DOB) Trust Charter.** This charter allows NYDIG to provide trust services for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
- **State of Wyoming Division of Banking (DOB) Trust Charter.** This charter allows NYDIG to provide trust services for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.

By holding several licenses, NYDIG can operate in a compliant manner and provide its clients with the confidence that they need to invest in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
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